A new two-dimensional graphics modeling program which has been fully implemented is introduced. Features include a generalized extendable graphics editor, an oper*-ended library of elements, a translator-macro processor for interface with a wide range of analysis routines, and on-line operating system control.
straints to produce a drawing which satisfies them.
We may characterize SKETCHPAD by noting that a single data structure and a single analysis routine are used. Following SKETCHPAD, there appeared programs with more practical analysis routines, such as CIRCAL [Dertouzos, t967] , CADIC [Preston, t963] and CADD [Dertouzos, t965] .
Baskin and Morse [Baskin, i968] introduce the idea of a partition in the set of modeling functions as well as a multilevel data structure. A conversational program (DIM) [Riekert, i967] creates to draw his model and " plug in" the appropriate analysis package. To implement this idea, we must separate the model building facilities from the analysis routines and define a simple and concise interface between the modules. With a single graphics package for all analysis routines, we can justify making it very elaborate and general. A translator is required to mediate between the graphics data structure(s) and existing analysis routines, which expect input in the form of card images. Such a translator also provides a convenient starting point for writing new analysis A third requirement is hard copy documentation of both the graphics and analysis packages.
Film output (including microfilm and microfiche) seems the most desirable form, but printer output should also be available on demand.
A fourth requirement is permanent storage with easy access for the data structure generated.
Data cell, chipstore, magnetic tape or punched cards (in decreasing order of convenience) are examples of permanent storage facilities available.
An additional feature which should be included is real-time control of the job process, so that model editing and analysis may be done sequentially in real time for maximum feedback to the user.
Other useful features include multiple definitions of elements, so that a single model may be analyzed by several programs, and user-extendible graphic command structures.
between these activities, and so they gradually blur together, with the experienced user working in both areas simultaneously.
We next describe how the graphic and text editing facilities in PICASSO are used to create a primitive element, and the meaning associated with these operations.
After the user names a primitive element, the graphic editor is used to draw a symbol for it.
For many disciplines (e. g. , electronic circuits, digital logic diagrams) the choice of a symbol is obvious. The user must then specify the formal parameters for the definition. These parameters take the form of labels attached to the sketch of the symbol at strategic points. These labels, by their location on the symbol, define points of ref- After the topological analysis is complete, the translator scans the template and records information about how to process the model. terminates.
After reading the template the translator uses the topological analysis to compile a list of all elements which are used directly or indirectly in the model. These are sorted so that elements are defined before they are used, a requirement of many analysis programs (e. g.
MIMIC, ALGOL).
For each element on the list, the translator scans the topology for the element and assigns a name to every net. If a label is on the net, then that becomes the name for the net.
If no name is supplied, the translator generates one as specified by the template (see Fig. 3 ). These names then become the actual parameters for all the formal parameters (attacher points) on the net. The channel symbol and its definition in terms of MIMIC first-order transfer function.
